My 5 Values

- Diversity
- Community
- Acceptance
- Knowledge
- Passion
Marta Lamas was born in Mexico City, Mexico in 1947.
Feminist writer and professor who addresses issues like discrimination, sexism, gender, abortion, and prostitution in the many books she has published.
Est. her own feminist magazine called Fem in 1976, co-founded the first feminist newspaper in Mexico called La Jornada in 1987, and founded an organization called, The Mexican Society in Favor of the Rights of Women, where more fortunate women can support or “invest” in other women who have less resources.

Lamas emulates great knowledge and community in her journey of inspiring activism and accomplishments. Through her fruitful writing about feminism and her ability to create an organization that brings women together, demonstrates the values I emphasize.
Saraswaththi Gora

- In 1912, Gora was born in the state Andhra Pradesh, India.
- Activist Social Worker, Writer, and Founder who emphasized remarriages of widowed women and eradicating the caste system in the 1930s.
- "freedom movement of India" with Mahatma Gandhi where she was arrested for holding her son “Niyanta” who was two years old during that time.
- 1940, Gora and her partner founded the Atheist Center which was founded under the human values in atheism, Gandhism, and rationalism.

Gora truly radiates passion through her pursuit to reject the established system in her country no matter what scrutiny she faced. Saraswathi made sure her beliefs of equality, feminism, and human values were highlighted in her journey of activism.
Thank you!
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